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pre-intermediate

Open mind
Listening
A Listen to Samuel and Jane talking about 
their holidays. Answer the questions. 
For questions 1–5, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C. You will hear the 
recording twice.
1 Jane might visit Tokyo because

A her family lives there.
B her friend thinks it’s good.
C she’s been before and likes it.

2 What did Samuel like in Tokyo?
A the museums
B the shops
C the weather

3 Where did Samuel go on safari?
A South Africa
B Tanzania
C Kenya

4 What would Samuel like to do in northern Thailand?
A visit cities.
B buy presents.
C walk in the countryside.

5 Why did Jane really enjoy her holiday in Ireland?
A She thought the food was lovely.
B She thought the Irish people were very nice.
C She thought the weather was good at the time.

B Listen to Anisa and Helen talking about 
their boyfriends. Complete the sentences. 
You will hear the recording twice.
6 Anisa and Charlie have been going out together for 

over  .

7 Anisa thinks it may be bad   to get 
engaged.

8 Helen and Raj are getting married in the 
 .

9 Helen met her boyfriend on a  .

 10 Helen’s   don’t think Raj’s job is 
good enough.

Reading
A Read the text about Sebastian’s birthday. 
For questions 1–5, choose the correct answer. 
Choose A, B or C.

Sebastian’s birthday trip

Sebastian’s parents took him on a great trip for his  
16th birthday. He woke up on his birthday at 7.00am 
and opened his presents while he was eating breakfast. 
Then his parents told him about the surprise – a trip to 
the animal park Wildlands! Sebastian was so excited 
because he wanted to go to the animal park. 

They arrived at lunchtime and ate in the park café 
before walking around the park. They walked for a little 
while and then went to see the elephants, the lions and 
the tigers. Sebastian liked the elephants the most, but 
his mother and father preferred seeing the lions and 
tigers. They thought that the big cats were livelier than 
the elephants and they enjoyed watching the babies 
play in the trees. While the family were walking around 
the park, something amazing happened. They were 
standing next to the gorilla area and saw a teenager 
drop her camera over the wall. She screamed and 
looked scared. Then the largest gorilla came over to the 
edge of the area, picked up the camera, reached up 
and passed the camera back to the girl. It was amazing!

Sebastian and his parents then went to the water area 
of the park where the penguins were swimming around 
in large pools. They went to see the dolphin shows 
in the pool next to the crocodiles. Sebastian and his 
parents really enjoyed the show and then it was time to 
go home. In the car on the way back home Sebastian 
said, ‘I’ll never forget today, Mum and Dad. Thanks.’

1 Sebastian opened his birthday gifts
A before breakfast.
B during breakfast.
C after breakfast.

2 What did the family do before walking around 
the park?
A They had lunch.
B They looked at the map.
C They went for an ice cream.
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Open Mind pre-intermediate

6 Paragraph 1  

7 Paragraph 2  

8 Paragraph 3  

9 Paragraph 4  

 10 Paragraph 5  

a You need to make sure your job won’t stop you 
having hobbies and interests.

b Good jobs always mean that you are away from 
your family.

c Your personality is important when you are choosing 
a job.

d You need to find a job you like because you will 
spend a lot of time doing it.

e It would be best for most people to have their 
own business.

f Some people don’t have the chance to choose a job.

g A job without much status can sometimes be better 
than a job with a lot of status.

Writing

A Write a blog for an online travel magazine 
entry about a place you visited.
You must include:
•	 a description of the place
•	 what you did there
•	 what the food and the weather was like
•	 what you liked and didn’t like about the place.

Write at least 100 words.

B If you could choose, what are the three 
most important things you would like to do in 
your life? Use these ideas or ideas of your own 
to complete the sentences below.
•	 Become famous
•	 Have children
•	 Earn a lot of money
•	 Have adventures
•	 Travel all over the world
•	 Get married

The first thing I’d like to do is …
This is the most important thing for me because …
The second thing is …
The reason for that is …
And finally, the third thing I’d like to do is …
This is because …

Write at least 100 words.

3 Which animals did Sebastian’s parents like the most?
A the baby monkeys
B the elephants
C the big cats

4 What did the gorilla do after the teenage girl 
dropped her camera?
A It jumped on the camera.
B It gave the camera back to her.
C It picked the camera up and threw it over the wall.

5 In the water area of the park the family saw
A the dolphin performance.
B crocodiles swimming.
C a man feeding the penguins.

B Read about choosing a job. Match the 
paragraphs with the descriptions (a–g). 
There are two extra descriptions.

Your job, your life

1 Most people spend a large part of their time at 
work, so it’s important to get a job you will enjoy 
and one that will give you job satisfaction.

2 Of course, this means different things for 
different people. Not everyone can be a doctor 
or an engineer – there are many waiters or shop 
assistants who love their jobs. Some of them are 
happier too – there’s no point having a wonderful 
job if you have to work so much that you can’t 
spend time with your family.

3 Think about the kind of person you are. Do you 
get bored if you don’t have enough to do? 
Or do you prefer a relaxed kind of life? Is status 
important to you? How do you feel about 
working for someone else? If you’d prefer to be 
independent, maybe you should think about 
starting your own business.

4 You should also consider how your job will fit 
in with the rest of your life. For example, if you 
like travelling, perhaps you could find a job that 
involves travel, or a job such as teaching, where 
you may be able to take long holidays.

5 Of course, not everyone is lucky enough to be 
able to choose their job. If there aren’t enough 
jobs, you may have to take anything you are 
offered. 


